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See the Good

Amin and his friend Jorge had a perfect plan for their summer day. First, they were going 
to stop by the library and check out the newest game for Jorge’s game system. Then they 
were going to head to the pool for a few hours. Next, they would stop for their favorite 
ice cream on the way home. And finally, they would go back to Jorge’s house to play the 
game.

That morning, Amin’s mom dropped him off at Jorge’s house, and they walked the few 
blocks down to the library. Along the way, they came up with a fun new secret handshake. 
When they got to the library, they discovered that someone else had JUST checked out 
the new game, even though the librarian had promised Amin he could be the first to check 
it out. Turned out the librarian was sick that day, and her assistant didn’t know that Amin 
was supposed to get it. He was upset, but the assistant showed him a different new game 
that he might like, so the boys checked it out and headed back to Jorge’s house.

Then Jorge’s teenage sister took them to the pool. A few of their friends from school were 
there, and they made up a new game to play together. Fifteen minutes later the lifeguard 
blew the whistle and ordered everyone out of the pool. A toddler had an “accident,” and 
they had to clean the pool. It was closed for the rest of the day!

While Jorge’s sister gathered up all their stuff, the boys asked their friends’ mom if they 
could go for ice cream with them. She said yes, so they all trooped down the street to 
the ice cream shop. Amin was really looking forward to eating a giant waffle cone with his 
favorite mint chocolate gummy bear cookie dough ice cream. But when he looked through 
the glass at all the flavors, it wasn’t there! What?! “Sorry,” the teenager behind the counter 
said, “they don’t make it any more. But we do have a new cherry caramel chocolate chip 
flavor. Want to try that?” Amin tried it, and it wasn’t too bad!

After spending a half hour eating ice cream and laughing with their friends at the ice 
cream shop, Amin and Jorge headed back to Jorge’s house. When they got there, the 
electricity had gone out! What?! How were they supposed to play their game? Instead, 
they decided to sit out on the front step and make up a song about their day.

NOTHING had gone according to plan all day long. So they could sing about that, OR 
they could try to find the good things in the day and make it a happy song.


